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Icon Name Description 

 
User Settings Provides access to the Users’ settings including My Content, My 

Account Settings, Make This My Start Page, and Sign Out. 

 
Information Provides access to the Help options of Tableau including an area to 

search the Help articles for assistance. 

 
Favorites Provides access to the User’s list of favorite Stories and an option to 

search the User’s favorites list.  

 
Alerts This feature is for Tableau Administrators and provides alerts 

regarding the server’s capacity.  

 

Data Sources Provides information on the source of the data used in the Story. 

 

Views Provides access to the Views in a Project. Views are located within 
Workbooks and are the Tableau Stories. 

 

Workbooks Provides access to the Workbooks in a Project. Workbooks are a group 
of similar Tableau Stories (individual reports). 

 

Projects Provides access to a Project, a folder including the Workbooks, Views, 
and Data sources in that project. 

 

Undo Undoes the last performed action. 

 

Redo  Redoes the last performed action. 

 

Revert Will set the Story back to the default values. 
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Refresh Refreshes the data. Only a fraction of Stories will have live data that 
can be refreshed.  

 

Pause Auto 
Updates 

Turns off automatic updates for Worksheets. 

 
Subscribe Allows the User to subscribe to Views. More information on 

subscriptions can be found on the Links supplemental aid. 

 

Edit This feature is for Tableau Administrators and allows the 
Administrator to edit the Workbook. 

 

Share Allows the User to share the Story either via link or embedded code 
with other Users provisioned with access to the content. 

 
Download Download allows for downloading the Story, either as an image or 

PDF. 

 
Comments Allows Users to make comments and converse with each other on the 

Story. More information on comments can be found on the Links 
supplemental aid. 

 
Full Screen 

 

Presents the Story in full screen.  

 

 
Data Sources 

 

Hoover over Data sources to display where the Workbook connects. 

 


